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The Exhibition for
The History of The DIvision

WHAT IS THE HISTORY OF THE DIVISION?

WHAT DOES THE EXHIBITION CONTAIN?

The History of The Division is an exhibition that
chronicles a fictitious fraternal order. This order is
similar to the Freemasons. The entire narrative
is the construct of multi-media artist Matthew
Schultz and everything was made by him.

The exhibition of the The History of The
Division has over 50 items. All the works were
created by hand over the past several years by
Matthew Schultz. Yet many objects are faux
deteriorated in order to challenge viewers’
expectations and beliefs as to the authenticity
of the works. Much of the exhibition questions
when art becomes artifact and how histories
are actually created.

WHAT IS THE DIVISION?
According to legend, The Division is a sect of
mystics. The modern version of The Division can
be directly traced to the Duodecad, an order
of twelve priests that existed in ancient Rome
around 25 BC. The Duodecad was extremely
esoteric and the function of the group of twelve
priests is highly disputed. They were believed to
be oracles. The Duodecad originated in ancient
Egypt during the early dynastic period around
3100 BC.
Dr. Baron Klaus von Heidelberg III brought
The Division to the public eye and was considered by many to be one of the twelve mystics.
As a doctor he had considerable healing powers
and was sought by those who were terminally ill.
Many believed that there was no malady that he
could not cure. Dr. von Heidelberg is said to have
been in possession of the a healing mummy
called Horus Cristo. This portion of the exhibition
shows the Baron’s circus banner and the mummy
in the portable case.
Born in America in 1943, the Unknown Soldier
received his Doctorate in Jewish Theology and
became a Rabbi. He was drafted into service
during the Vietnam war. As a Jewish Chaplain,
in the military, he was in charge of the soldiers
religious and spiritual needs regardless of
denomination. He was also interested in medicine.
These are just two examples of the complex
history cerated by Matthew Schultz. The exhibition
even includes cave walls with a creation myth
and much, much more.
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THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER
H9’ X D6’ X W9’
Materials: wax figure in uniform and
h e l met, completely constructed running
bicycle, handmade cloth covered cases with
12 handmade, slip cast, porcelain perfume
bottles with scents, wooden frame structure
with dirt, plants and Juniper tree.
Diorama of one of the elders of The Division

THE TRICKSTER CROW OF WORDS
H6’6” X D48” X W36”
Materials: hand sewn leather hood with pharmaceutical bottle eyes and dyed black
feathers, hand sewn leather breast plate
with scrolls containing the noun “WORDS”
repeated in ten different languages, priest’s
robe, hand sewn leather gloves with peacock
quill and tail, armature is a life sized mannequin.
Costume worn by the Baron

CAVE PAINTINGS I-V
H34” X W30”
Materials: plaster, paint.
Series of 3-Dimensional wall plaques which
express the creation myth behind The Division.
The also have explanatory text plaques along
side of them so the viewer can read the story and
compare to the paintings.
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The History of The Division begins by guiding
the viewer through its creation myth and moves
thought the different cultures and histories that
have maintained a belief in The Division.

MUSLIN MASK
H31” X W11” X D11”
Materials: muslin cloth, ceramic head of artist.
Mask used by a Muslin sect. It is believed that it
was used then (as it is now days) during surgery
to stem bacterial infection.

SWEAT LODGE
14’ Diameter
Materials: tent poles, felt.
Contemporary version of the sweat lodge is a
cleaner design used in contemporary Division
rituals.

SWEAT LODGE INSTRUMENTS
Drum 9” Diameter, Whistle H14” X W10”
Materials: slip cast porcelain, goat skin, string.
These hand-made, slip cast instruments are used
in the sweat lodge. The whistle is designed on
the Peruvian dual tone whistle concepts. When
multiple whistles are blown by the participants,
the frequencies are within 10 hertz and activate
the connection between the two hemispheres of
the brain. The goat-skin talking drum is capable
of a varying range in tones.

SELLING MEDICINE - SELLING RELIGION
Case W48” X D20” X H36” - Banner 9’ sq
Materials: found suitcase with mummy
created from leather and plastic, wood and
glass with painted lid, circus banner is oil on
canvas.
Baron’s circus banner and savior mummy.

There are many more not shown here. Please
contact me for a full list. matt@mattschultz.com
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The exhibition of The History of The Division
also features magic. Yet these are referred to as
Matgick kits. They are used today with surprising
effectuality.

PROCESS 0013
W4” X H6” X D 2”
Materials: handmade, cloth covered, double
tray box, dice, tape, filter, incense, matches,
charcoal with instructions on lid.
Process is outlined in a double tray box
with removable tray. Outside of box has relief
Division icon and felt carrying case.

PROCESS 0023711
W8” X H10” X 2”
Materials: handmade, cloth covered, double
tray box, hand made soap, incense, matches,
compass, candle, scales, filter, marbled egg,
muslin bag, charcoal, instructions on lid.
Process is outlined in a double tray box
with removable tray. Outside of box has relief
Division icon and felt carrying case.

PROCESS 00987
W10” X H14” X 2”
Materials: handmade, cloth covered, double
tray box, rubber glove, candle, red pencil,
thermometer, compass, matches, spoon, incense, wedding ring, charcoal, instructions
on lid.
Process is outlined in a double tray box with
removable tray. Outside of box has relief Division icon and felt carrying case.

STIENER CASE #1
H6” X W4” X D1”
Materials: hand-made box and hand-made,
slip case perfume bottles.

There are many more not shown here. Please
contact me for a full list. matt@mattschultz.com
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There is an entire line of graphics that also
support The History of The Division. Here are just
a few.

SOLVE ET COAGULA
36” Sq (size variable)
Digital Print

MANDALA 1
36” Sq (size variable)
Digital Print

ALCHEMY
36” Sq (size variable)
Digital Print

THOTH
36” Sq (size variable)
Digital Print

THERE IS EVEN MORE
The exhibition of The History of The Division is
a multi-media event. The overlying theme of the
project deals with belief and belief in systems.
Why do people believe in religion? Why do some
people believe in magic and others don’t? What
written word should we believe in? How much of
the Internet is believable? For that matter, how
much of the media in general is a lie?
Along these lines The History of The Division
also deals with information delivery. At what point
does the voice of authority loose credibility and
become propaganda?
With that said, the exhibition is replete with
text plaques that explain the history and works.
There also are two audio tours. One is a standard “authoritative” version and another one is a
“guerrilla” version. The latter is randomly mixed
into the batch. This audio tour is from a young
girl’s perspective and makes fun of the exhibition.
Ironically, she actually supplies a different angle
and analysis and explains the work in a humorous
manner. Both last around 18 minutes depending
on the gallery or venue.
Also available are the supporting CDs,
Mantras and Militant. These full length CDs were
released by Lens Records. Each of these
manufactured discs represents aspects of the
gods who are expressed in the creation myth.
They are for sale at the gift shop.
There is a supporting website for The Division.

There are many more not shown here. Please
contact me for a full list. matt@mattschultz.com
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MERCHANDISE

REVIEWS

Another aspect of The History of The Division
is its huge line of merchandise. This allows the
viewer to leave with anything from a button to
shoes. Although this is seemingly gratuitous
for an exhibition, it is actually an integral concept
of the show as I am dealing with the commoditization of everything in our culture...art in the
age of mechanical reproduction.

In the subversive and imaginative spirits of
Alfred Jarry, Alexander Trocchi, and the political
artist collective Neue Slowenische Kunst (NSK),
the work of Matthew Shultz is a pataphysical
provocation of the highest order. Schultz works
in multiple mediums with the commitment and
facility of an artist who specializes in each one.
His decades-long musical work, his sculptures,
photography, illustrations, and design objects
are woven together in thematic and conceptual
works that are the product of extensive historical social and political research. Nowhere is this
better seen than in his major work, The History of
The Division. From wax sculpture humans, secret
military kits, a range of visual iconography, and a
functional motorcycle exhibition piece, Schultz is
undeterred by the conventional borders of technical art forms. His provision of clear and accommodating texts, musical scores, and web design,
all participate in an overall production quality that
would impress anyone as “world class.” Far more
importantly, his work is a critical theory, raising
deep questions about history, culture, and
political dangers that are present and among us.
Schultz’s work is on the edge, it is a confrontation,
and it takes courage. It is work that perhaps takes
as much courage to take in as it does to create.
The official art world does not ignore Schultz to
its peril, but to its shame.

Here are a few examples.
• Varying T-shirts designs and styles
• Several styles of shoes featuring The Division
graphics
• Coffee mugs and drinking cups
• Calendars
Of course this is just one option. If your institution cannot support the “store” or you simply
prefer not to include it as part of the exhibition,
then it can be omitted. It is best if the “store” can
be presented next to the museum gift shop or
items could be sold through the museum gift
shop.
One of the benefits of the exhibition is that is
completely scalable can be modified to fit most
spaces. This includes the artwork itself. With over
50 pieces, including life-sized wax figures and
dioramas, The History of The Division exhibition
can fit in a variety of venues or galleries.

There are many more not shown here. Please
contact me for a full list. matt@mattschultz.com
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-- Richard Gilman-Opalsky, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Political Philosophy, and Chair
Political Science, University of Illinois at Springfield

This is f#$king great! Where did you find all this
stuff?
-- Some guy at the show, No Cred

There are many more not shown here. Please
contact me for a full list. matt@mattschultz.com
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ARTIST STATEMENT
In all of my artwork, whether sculpture, music,
design, or film, I seek to address the functions of
belief systems. Specifically, I ask at what point
does faith become industry, does mantra
become repetition, does sculpture become
manufactured, does entertainment become
truth? And vice versa
Through my own art-based exploration of
these questions, I have come to believe that
these tipping points exist in both space and time.
As an artist, I experience this as a fusion between
placement and timing. This critical inquiry has
become embedded in my processes to the
degree that I work my way through a piece of
music as though it were a sculpture, as much as
I listen for a melodic curve or a leitmotif when I
sculpt. Furthermore, I see this same fusion
reflected in the multi-media culture around me.
Virtually everything is a form of sculpture or
music. A song created with music software has
the same building blocks as an object. In addition, the sound has a physicality that, although it
cannot be seen, still exists in space. It is as much
a part of space as is light or a room filled with
objects. For me, pixels, sound waves, wood,
ceramic, and bronze each function as matter that
can be arranged in both space and time. It is only
when I play with both their manifest and unobtrusive qualities that I am able to enter the conversation about the nature of truth and the function
of belief.
Despite the serious, philosophical nature of
my starting point, it is important that my work
contains a sense of playfulness. The kind of playfulness I seek, however, is more akin to the behavior of a trickster. Specifically, I work with the
manufacture of historical and ideological authenticity. Collectively, we put faith in our many
systems of information and thought: media,
politics, science, religion, etc. My desire is to
question their accuracy, to ask if they’re telling
the truth or perpetuating the status quo. I feel
that art is the perfect medium for this inquiry.
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When done well, it can so accurately capture
“the truth” that words still elude us. Yet we know
it speaks honestly. This is the tipping point into
which I wish to invite my audience.
In my most recent body of work, The History
of the Division, I am dealing, ultimately, with the
question of how the ego makes meaning, juxtaposed to the ways in which experience generates
meaning. I do this by addressing religious ritual,
belief in reincarnation, and the manufacture of
spiritual artifacts. In addition, all the literature that
surrounds this work - from the brochure, to the
display placards, to the coordinating websites has been crafted in true trickster style, replete
with historic references that are both true and
irrelevant, and just fascinating enough to keep
pulling the audience in. Through both delight
and deceit, by revealing and concealing, I strive
to connect my own critical inquiry to the thinking
of the people who view my work. If this sparks
further questions, then I have done my job. If this
sparks social change, then I have made art.
-- Matthew Schultz

MATTHEW SCHULTZ BIO
Schultz is a multi-media artist, a musician,
inventor, graphic designer, and sculptor. He was
one of the founding members of Lab Report and
Pigface. He is the inventor of the acclaimed
A.T.G. or Anti Tank Guitar. In total, Schultz has
appeared on over 35 cds with 5 solo productions
and 2 feature film soundtracks (Ivan’s XTC and
Snuffmovie) for Hollywood director Bernard Rose
(Candyman, Paperhouse, Immortal Beloved).
Schultz has an MFA in sculpture and is an adjunct
Professor at several colleges and universities
To view his body of work please visit...
www.mattschultz.com
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